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On the UTP Journals blog, our authors go beyond the research in their published articles. The blog’s diverse content has authors expanding on their research, detailing the writing or research process, placing their work in a current social context, and much more.

With a comprehensive list of highly respected journals in the arts, humanities, health sciences, and social sciences, the UTP Journals blog has content for everyone!

**BONUS:** Every article featured on the UTP Journals blog is #FreeToRead for one month! [blog.utpjournals.com](http://blog.utpjournals.com)
ANTHROPOLOGICA
utpjournals.press/anth

*Anthropologica* publishes original and groundbreaking scholarly research in all areas of cultural and social anthropological research.

**Official publication of the Canadian Anthropology Society**

2 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0003-5459  eISSN: 2292-3586

anthropology, cultural studies, Indigenous studies, sociology

---

CANADIAN BULLETIN OF MEDICAL HISTORY
utpjournals.press/cbmh

*CBMH/BCHM* is the leading national journal for the history of medicine, health, and biomedical science, situating historical scholarship within local, regional, and international contexts.

**Official publication of the Canadian Society for the History of Medicine/Société canadienne d’histoire de la médecine**

2 issues per year
Available in print and online  **Complete online archive**
ISSN: 0823-2105  eISSN: 2371-0179

health sciences, history

---

THE CANADIAN HISTORICAL REVIEW
utpjournals.press/chr

Offering a comprehensive analysis on the events that have shaped Canada, *CHR* publishes articles that examine Canadian history from both a multicultural and multidisciplinary perspective.

4 issues per year
Available in print and online  **Complete online archive**
ISSN: 0008-3755  eISSN: 1710-1093

Canadian studies, history, Indigenous studies, politics
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

utpjournals.press/cjccj

CJCCJ publishes coverage of the theoretical and scientific aspects of the study of crime and the practical problems of law enforcement, administration of justice, and the treatment of offenders.

Official publication of the Canadian Criminal Justice Association

4 issues per year

Online only Complete online archive

ISSN: 1707-7753 eISSN: 1911-0219

Indigenous studies, human rights, law, sociology

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF FILM STUDIES

utpjournals.press/cjfs

CJFS/RCÉC is Canada’s leading academic peer-reviewed film journal, publishing scholarly articles on film, television, and other audio-visual media, and reviews and review-essays of recent books in film and media studies.

Official publication of the Film Studies Association of Canada

2 issues per year

Print and online Complete online archive

ISSN: 0847-5911 eISSN: 2561-424X

history, media studies

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY

utpjournals.press/cjh

Publishing in both English and French, CJH/ACH features articles and reviews geared to all professional historians, as well as to anyone interested in expert historical scholarship.

3 issues per year

Online only Complete online archive

ISSN: 0008-4107 eISSN: 2292-8502

cultural studies, history, Indigenous studies
THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF HUMAN SEXUALITY
utpjournals.press/cjhs
Publishing articles from a variety of disciplines, CJHS highlights scholarship addressing the sexuality and sexual and reproductive health of Canadians.

**Official publication of the Sex Information and Education Council of Canada (SIECCAN)**

3 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1188-4517  eISSN: 2291-7063
gender studies, reproductive health, sociology

THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF INFORMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE
utpjournals.press/cjils
Established in 1976, CJILS publishes the most up-to-date research on library and information science, including research findings, reviews, and letters to the editor.

**Official publication of the Canadian Association for Information Science**

3 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1195-096X  eISSN: 1920-7239
education, library science, technology

CANADIAN JOURNAL OF WOMEN AND THE LAW
utpjournals.press/cjwl
CJWL publishes ground breaking, multi-disciplinary scholarship on the impact of law on women’s social, economic, and legal status.

2 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0832-8781  eISSN: 1911-0235
gender studies, human rights, law, public policy
CANADIAN LIVER JOURNAL
canlivj.utpjournals.press
The Canadian Liver Journal is the official open access journal of CASL, promoting research, education, and clinical care in liver disease within Canadian and International communities.
Official publication of the Canadian Association for the Study of the Liver
4 issues per year
Online only Complete online archive
ISSN: 2561-4444 eISSN: 2561-4444
health sciences, hepatology, public health research

THE CANADIAN MODERN LANGUAGE REVIEW
utpjournals.press/cmlr
A bilingual journal of international repute, CMLR/RCLV serves researchers and language teaching professionals interested in the learning and teaching of English and French as second languages.
4 issues per year
Online only Complete online archive
ISSN: 0008-4506 eISSN: 1710-1131
applied linguistics, education, ESL/FSL/L2, Indigenous studies, languages

CANADIAN PUBLIC POLICY
utpjournals.press/cpp
Canada’s foremost journal examining economic and social policy, CPP/Adp aims to stimulate research and discussion of public policy problems.
Affiliated with the Canadian Economics Association
4 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0317-0861 eISSN: 1911-9917
economics, global development, political science
CANADIAN REVIEW OF AMERICAN STUDIES
utpjournals.press/cras

The leading American Studies journal outside the United States, CRAS aims to further multi- and interdisciplinary analyses of US culture and social relations between the US and Canada.

Official publication of the Canadian Association for American Studies

3 issues per year
Print and online Complete online archive
ISSN: 007-7720 eISSN: 1710-114X

border and cultural studies, history, literature, sociology

CANADIAN THEATRE REVIEW
ctr.utpjournals.press

CTR publishes thought-provoking articles, manifestos, videos, photo essays, and other documents that reflect the challenging forms that theatre takes in the contemporary Canadian arts scene.

4 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0315-0836 eISSN: 1920-941X

Canadian studies, media, theatre, literature

CARTOGRAPHICA
utpjournals.press/cart

Cartographica is an international and interdisciplinary peer-reviewed journal publishing transformative research, education, and practice contributions to the social, political, technological, and historical aspects of cartography and geovisualization.

An official publication of the International Cartographic Association and the Canadian Cartographic Association

4 issues per year
Print and online Complete online archive
ISSN: 0317-7173 eISSN: 1911-9925

cartography, geography, GIS, history, technology
THE CHAMPLAIN SOCIETY
champlainsociety.utpjournals.press

2019 Volume: “Opposition on the Coast”: The Hudson’s Bay Company, American Coasters, the Russian-American Company, and Native Traders on the Northwest Coast, 1825-1846

Through its publications, podcasts, and blogs, the Champlain Society makes the adventures, explorations, discoveries, and opinions that have shaped Canada available to all who have an interest in its past.

Canadian studies, history

DIASPORA
utpjournals.press/diaspora

Diaspora is dedicated to the multidisciplinary study of the history, culture, social structure, politics, and economics of both the traditional diasporas and the new transnational dispersions identified as “diasporas.”

Sponsored by the Zoryan Institute of Canada and Cambridge, MA

3 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1044-2057    eISSN: 1911-1568

cultural studies, economics, history, language, migration

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY FICTION
utpjournals.press/ecf

Publishing a variety of approaches on a wide range of relevant cultural materials, ECF is devoted to the critical and historical investigation of literature and culture of the period 1660–1830.

4 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0840-6286    eISSN: 1911-0243

cultural studies, literature
**FLORILEGIUM**

*utpjournals.press/flor*

*Florilegium* publishes original scholarly research in all areas concerned with the study of late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, especially articles that take a cross-cultural or interdisciplinary approach to history and literature.

*Official publication of the Canadian Society of Medievalists*

1 issue per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0709-5201    eISSN: 2369-7180

History, literature, medieval studies

---

**GENOCIDE STUDIES INTERNATIONAL**

*utpjournals.press/gsi*

Comparative in nature, *GSI* includes articles and reviews as well as regular features to engage and immerse readers in current news and activities in the field of genocide and human rights studies.

*Sponsored by the Zoryan Institute of Canada and Cambridge, MA*

2 issues per year
Print and online    Complete online archive
ISSN: 0315-0836    eISSN: 1920-941X

cultural studies, genocide, human rights, international relations, politics, sociology

---

**INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CANADIAN STUDIES**

*utpjournals.press/ijcs*

Bringing together Canadian studies research conducted by both Canadians and academics from around the world, *IJCS/RIÉC* offers a comprehensive window into the global study of Canada.

*The official publication of the International Council of Canadian Studies*

2 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1180-3991    eISSN: 1923-5291

Canadian studies, cultural studies, history, politics
IJFAB: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF FEMINIST APPROACHES TO BIOETHICS

utpjournals.press/ijfab

The leading forum in bioethics for feminist discourse, *IJFAB* presents scholarship on ethical issues related to health, the biomedical sciences, and the social, economic, and environmental determinants of health.

*Sponsored by the International Network on Feminist Approaches to Bioethics (FAB)*

2 issues per year
Print and online  Complete online archive
ISSN: 1937-4585  eISSN: 1937-4577

ethics, feminism, gender studies, health sciences

JAMMI: OFFICIAL JOURNAL OF THE ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY AND INFECTIOUS DISEASE CANADA

jammi.utpjournals.press

*JAMMI* publishes original groundbreaking papers, controlled clinical trials, review articles, and case reports concerning all aspects of infectious diseases.

*The official publication of the Association of Medical Microbiology and Infectious Disease Canada*

4 issues per year
Online only  Complete online archive
eISSN: 2371-0888

disease, immunology, public health research

JOURNAL OF CANADIAN STUDIES

utpjournals.press/jcs

Deeply committed to interdisciplinary perspectives, bilingual presentation of research, and the scholarly study of Canada, *JCS/RÉC* aims to publish the best scholarship about Canadian history, culture, and society.

3 issues per year
Print and online  Complete online archive
ISSN: 0021-9495  eISSN: 1911-0251

cultural studies, history, politics, sociology

For more information or pricing, contact us at 416-667-7810 · journals@utpress.utoronto.ca
JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE FAMILY STUDIES
utpjournals.press/jcfs
Promoting a better understanding of both intra-and inter-ethnic family interaction essential for all multicultural societies, JCFS publishes articles from social science researchers around the world.

4 issues per year
Print and online Complete online archive
ISSN: 0047-2328 eISSN: 1929-9850
cultural studies, multiculturalism, sociology

JOURNAL OF EDUCATION HUMAN RESOURCES
utpjournals.press/jehr
JEHR (formerly the Journal of School Public Relations) leverages the capacity of the collective academic and professional practitioner community to help solve some of the most pressing human and fiscal resource problems in education.

4 issues per year
Online only Complete online archive
ISSN: 2562-783X
education, human resources, public policy

JOURNAL OF EDUCATION FOR LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
utpjournals.press/jelis
JELIS is the primary resource for scholarly inquiry in library and information science (LIS), featuring research articles, reviews, and brief communications about issues of interest to LIS educators.

The official publication of the Association for Library and Information Science Education (ALISE)

4 issues per year
Online only
ISSN: 0748-5786
computer science, education, technology

Read more at utpjournals.press
JOURNAL OF MILITARY, VETERAN AND FAMILY HEALTH
jmvfh.utpjournals.press

*JMVFH* aims to maximize the mental, physical, and social health and well-being of military personnel, Veterans, and their families by publishing world-class research to a broad and multidisciplinary readership.

*Official journal of the Canadian Institute for Military and Veteran Health Research (CIMVHR)*

2 issues per year
Online only  Complete online archive
eISSN: 2368-7924

military life, PTSD, public policy, sociology, Veterans

JOURNAL OF RELIGION AND POPULAR CULTURE
utpjournals.press/jrpc

*JRPC* publishes articles from a range of disciplinary perspectives on the interrelations and interactions between religion and religious expression and popular culture.

3 issues per year
Online only  Complete online archive
ISSN: 1703-289X  eISSN: 1703-289X

cultural studies, media, religion

JOURNAL OF SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING
utpjournals.press/jsp

A must for anyone who crosses the scholarly publishing path, *JSP* is an indispensable resource for academics and publishers that addresses the latest challenges in publishing.

4 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1198-9742  eISSN: 1710-1166

publishing, technology
JOURNAL OF VETERINARY MEDICAL EDUCATION
jvme.utpjournals.press
JVME provides a forum for the exchange of ideas, research, and discoveries about veterinary medical education, preparing veterinarians to better perform their professional activities.

Official journal of the Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges (AAVMC)
6 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0748-321X    eISSN: 1943-7218
education, veterinary medicine

MODERN DRAMA
moderndrama.utpjournals.press
Modern Drama is the most prominent journal in English to focus on dramatic literature, distinguished by its close readings of both canonical and lesser-known dramatic texts from a range of methodological perspectives.

4 issues per year
Print and online    Complete online archive
ISSN: 0026-7694;    eISSN: 1712-5286
arts, cultural studies, literature, performance

MOUSEION
utpjournals.press/mous
Mouseion is a distinctly comprehensive Canadian journal of Classical Studies, publishing articles and reviews of traditional and innovative research in philology, history, philosophy, pedagogy, reception studies, and translations.

The journal of the Classical Association of Canada
3 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1496-9343    eISSN: 1913-5416
antiquity, classical studies, cultural studies, philosophy
NATIONAL GALLERY OF CANADA REVIEW
ngcr.utpjournals.press
NGCR publishes original research on works in the Gallery’s world-class collections and the areas of investigation they represent.
The official scholarly journal of the National Gallery of Canada
1 issue per year
Online only
eISSN: 2369-8985
art, history, literature, media

PHYSIOTHERAPY CANADA
utpjournals.press/ptc
Physiotherapy Canada features the results of qualitative and quantitative research, giving direction to excellence in clinical science and reasoning, knowledge translation, therapeutic skills, and patient-centred care.
The official, scholarly, refereed journal of the Canadian Physiotherapy Association
4 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0300-0508 eISSN: 1708-8313
education, health science, physiotherapy

SEMINAR: A JOURNAL OF GERMANIC STUDIES
utpjournals.press/seminar
Publishing the highest-quality scholarship on a range of fields, Seminar is one of the leading journals today for the study of Germanic literature, media, and culture.
Sponsored by the Canadian Association of University Teachers of German
4 issues per year
Print and online Complete online archive
ISSN: 0037-1939 eISSN: 1911-026X
cultural studies, history, language, literature, media

For more information or pricing, contact us at 416-667-7810 journals@utpress.utoronto.ca
THE TOCQUEVILLE REVIEW/
LA REVUE TOCQUEVILLE
utpjournals.press/ttr
A French-American bilingual journal, TTR is devoted to the comparative study of social change, primarily in Europe and North America, in the spirit of Alexis de Tocqueville’s pioneer investigations.
Official publication of the Tocqueville Society
2 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0730-479X  eISSN: 1918-6649
cultural studies, current affairs, history, politics

TOPIA:
CANADIAN JOURNAL OF CULTURAL STUDIES
utpjournals.press/topia
Publishing critical research and theoretical essays on culture, TOPIA features articles that are accessible to a wide readership in the humanities and social sciences.
2 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 1206-0143  eISSN: 1916-0194
Indigenous studies, literature, media, sociology

TORONTO JOURNAL OF THEOLOGY
utpjournals.press/tjt
TJT publishes analysis and scholarship on Christian traditions and the full range of theological inquiry, providing a Canadian forum for discussing theological issues in cross-cultural perspectives.
2 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0826-9831  eISSN: 1918-6371
cultural studies, ethics, history, philosophy, religion, theological inquiry
ULTIMATE REALITY AND MEANING

utpjournals.press/uram

URAM publishes studies dealing with those facts, things, ideas, axioms, persons and values which people throughout history have considered ultimate or as horizons or as supreme value.

Online only   Complete online archive
ISSN: 0709-549X

history, literature, philosophy, religion

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO LAW JOURNAL

utpjournals.press/utlj

UTLJ publishes the work of internationally known scholars in a broad range of disciplines relating to law, including economics, political science, philosophy, sociology, and history.

4 issues per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0042-0220   eISSN: 1710-1174

economics, Indigenous studies, human rights, public policy

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO QUARTERLY

utpjournals.press/utq

Acclaimed as one of the finest journals focused on the humanities, UTQ publishes interdisciplinary articles and review essays of international repute, attracting both general readers and specialists.

4 issues per year
Print and online   Complete online archive
ISSN: 0042-0247   eISSN: 1712-5278

Canadian studies, critical review, humanities, literature
YCL is dedicated to the publication of theoretically informed research in literary studies with a comparative, intercultural, or interdisciplinary emphasis.

1 issue per year
Print and online
ISSN: 0084-3695    eISSN: 1947-2978

critical review, literature, media

UTP Journals Collection
INCREASE ACCESS, IMPROVE RESEARCH

The UTPJ Collection gathers the most sought after scholarship and packages it into a cost-effective solution. Ensure your library users have seamless access to interdisciplinary research by diverse and internationally renowned authors and editors in an abundance of subject areas in the arts, humanities, and sciences: history, Canadian and cultural studies, literature and languages, theatre and modern drama, religion, health and information sciences, and law and criminology.

Subscribe to the UTP Journals Collection Today!

- Extend your current subscriptions to provide library users with the interdisciplinary content they need to increase the completeness of their research and the quality of their scholarship.

- Expanded access to 37 highly respected journals allows researchers to dive deeper into topics with multidisciplinary content from numerous journals within similar fields of study.

- Keep users connected on or off campus with UTPJ Collection Campus Activated Subscriber Access (CASA).

- Gain full access to 37 journals and their archives encompassing 3,600+ issues, and 44,000+ articles and reviews from 1920 to 2020.

- Save 25% in subscription costs by subscribing to the UTPJ Collection.
Flexible Subscription Options – UTP Journals (UTPJ) offers print, online, and print plus online subscription options.

Increase Access, Improve Research – Save 25% by subscribing to the UTPJ Collection and ensure your library users have seamless access to the most sought after interdisciplinary research by diverse and internationally renowned authors and editors in an abundance of subject areas in the arts, humanities, and sciences: history, Canadian and cultural studies, literature and languages, theatre and modern drama, religion, health and information sciences, and law and criminology.

Unlimited Online Access – library users have full access to UTPJ content on and off campus through IP authentication with Campus Activated Subscriber Links.

Easy Usage Tracking – we simplify access management, linking, and usage reporting with powerful yet easy-to-use administrative tools. Support for established and emerging standards, such as Shibboleth, OpenURL, and COUNTER, enables seamless integration with existing library systems.

Sign up to receive our librarian newsletter at: http://bit.ly/librarylist

FEATURES FOR READERS
Individual subscriptions are available in print, online, or print plus online. An online subscription to the current year’s content includes full access to all issues in that journal’s archive. Individual articles are also available for purchase.

- Access the latest research, weeks ahead of publication with UTPJ Advance Online.
- Be first to know new content is available by signing up for journal news alerts at: http://bit.ly/joinUTP.
- Benefit from 100+ years of research encompassing 3,600+ issues and 44,000+ articles, reviews, and commentaries.
- Access all UTPJ content anywhere, anytime on your computer or mobile device.
- Expand your web of research with live links, citation tracking, and content suggestions.
- Go “Beyond the Research” and access free-to-read content at blog.utpjournals.com.

CONTACT US!
For more information or to request a free trial, please contact:

University of Toronto Press Journals
Tel: 416-667-7810
journals@utpress.utoronto.ca
utpjournals.press
RECENT THEME ISSUES
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Join the Conversation
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Explore, access, and discover the latest academic research at utpjournals.press.